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Questions 1

1. Modeling infectious disease. Compartmentalization and Homogeneous 
mixing assumptions. SI model. Characteristic time.

2. SIS and SIR models. Basic reproductive number (R0). Comparison of 
qualitative behavior of models.

3. SI model on networks. Assumptions and approximations. Role of degree 
distribution.

4. SIS model on networks. Epidemic threshold. Random vs. scale free 
networks. Vanishing epidemic threshold.

5. Contact networks. Cumulative degree distributions. Sexual (and other) 
hubs.



Questions 2

1. Recap of the main results of SI, SIS and SIR models on networks. What is 
the intrinsic difference between epidemics spreading on random 
networks vs scale-free networks?

2. Is scale-freeness all that matters?
3. Immunization: random strategy, effects on random networks and scale-

free networks
4. Selective Immunization in scale-free networks. What is the connection 

between immunization strategies and what we know on robustness?
5. Fundamental elements of GLEAM and the H1N1 case
6. Effective distance: what is the better space to look at for the study of 

diseases nowadays? Why?
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Ch 10- Epidemic spreading: Superspreaders

3SPREADING PHENOMENA

SECTION 10.1

On the night of February 21, 2003 a physician from Guangdong Prov-

ince in southern China checked into the Metropole Hotel in Hong Kong. He 

previously treated patients suff ering from a disease that, lacking a clear 

diagnosis, was called atyp ical pn eu m on ia . Next day, after leaving the hotel, 

he went to the local hospital, this time as a patient, where he died several 

days later of atypical pneumonia [1]. 

Yet, the physician did not leave the hotel without a trace. Sixteen oth-

er guests of the Metropole Hotel and one visitor also contracted the dis-

ease, that was soon renamed Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS. 

These guests carried with them the SARS virus to Hanoi, Singapore, and 

Toronto, sparking outbreaks in each of those cities. Epidemiologists lat-

er traced close to half of the 8,100 documented cases of SARS back to the 

Metropole Hotel.  With that the physician who brought the virus to Hong 

Kong become a textbook example of a su per-spreader , an individual who 

is responsible for a disproportionate number of infections during an ep-

idemic. 

A network theorist will recognize super-spreaders as hubs, nodes with 

an exceptional number of links in the contact network on which a dis-

ease spreads. As hubs appear in many networks, super-spreaders are not 

unique to SARS, but have been documented in many infectious diseases, 

from smallpox to AIDS [2]. The goal of this chapter is to introduce a net-

work based approach to epidemic phenomena that allows us to understand 

and predict the true impact of these hubs. The resulting network epidemics 

will off er an analytical and numerical platform to accurately forecast the 

spread of infectious diseases.

Infectious diseases account for 43% of the global burden of disease, as 

captured by the number of years of lost healthy life. They are called con -

tagiou s , as they are transmitted by contact with an ill person or with their 

secretions.  Cures and vaccines are rarely suffi cient to stop an infectious 

disease - it is equally important to understand how the pathogen responsi-

ble for the disease spreads in the population, which in turn determines the 

INTRODUCTION

Figure  10.1
Super-spreaders

One-hundred-forty-four of the 206 SARS pa-
tients diagnosed in Singapore were traced to 
a chain of five individuals that included four 
super-spreaders . The most important of these 
was Patien t  Zero, the physician from Guang-
dong Province in China, who brought the dis-
ease to the Metropole Hotel. After [1].

SARS 2003
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Section 10.1 Biological Pathogens

HIV SARS influenza Hepatitis C



The Great Plague SARSHIV

Biological: Notable Epidemic Outbreaks

1918 Spanish flu

H1N1 flu



Hypponen M. Scientific American Nov. 70-77 (2006).

Computer Viruses, Worms, Mobile Phone Viruses

Code Red Worm paralyzed many countries’ Internet

http://www.caida.org/publications/visualizations/
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Section 10.1 Digital Viruses

INTr ODuCTION5SPREADING PHENOMENA

PHENOMENA AGENT NETWORK

Venereal Disease

Rumor Spreading

Diffusion of Innovations

Computer Viruses

Mobile Phone Virus

Bedbugs

Malaria

Pathogens

Information, Memes

Ideas, Knowledge

Malwares, Digital viruses

Mobile Viruses

Bedbugs

Plasmodium

Sexual Network

Communication Network

Communication Network

Internet

Social Network/Proximity Network

Hotel - Traveler Network

Mosquito - Human network

Table 10.1
Networks and Agents

The spread of a pathogen or a meme is de-
termined by the network on which the agent 
spreads and the transmission mechanism of 
the responsible agent. The table lists several 
much studied spreading phenomena, togeth-
er with the nature of the particular spreading 
agent and the network on which the agent 
spreads.

Figure  10.3
Mobile Phone Viruses

The development of smart phones, capable of 
sharing programs and data with each other, 
turned mobile phones into a fertile ground for 
virus writers. Indeed, since 2004 hundreds 
of smart phone viruses have been identified,  
having reached a state of sophistication in a 
few years that took computer viruses about 
two decades to achieve [3]. Mobile viruses can 
be transmitted using two main communica-
tion mechanisms: 

 A Bluetooth (BT) virus infects all phones 
found within BT range from the infected 
phone. As physical proximity is essential for 
a BT connection, the transmission of a BT vi-
rus is determined by the owner’s location and 
mobility patterns. Hence BT viruses follow a 
spreading pattern similar to influenza. 

 Viruses carried by multimedia messages 
(MMS) can infect all susceptible phones whose 
number is in the infected phone’s phone-
book. Hence MMS viruses follow a long-range 
spreading pattern that is independent of the 
infected phone’s physical location, similar to 
that observed in computer viruses. 

For more information on the spreading pat-
terns of mobile phone viruses, see Ref. [4].



Spreading of InfluenceInformation Spreading



Early 
adopters

Innovators

Early 
majority

Late 
majority

Laggards

Broadcast

Contagion

Diffusion of Innovation – The Adoption Curve

Reference unknown
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Types of Spreading Phenomena and Networks

Phenomena Network Agent

Venereal disease Sexual network pathogens

Other infectious disease Contact network, transport 
network

pathogens

Rumor spreading Communication network Information, memes

Diffusion of innovation Communication network Ideas

Internet worms Internet Malwares (binary strings)

Mobile phone virus Social network / proximity 
network

Malwares (binary strings)

Bedbugs Hotel – traveler network Bedbugs

Malaria Mosquito – Human network Plasmodium



Epidemic spreading – Why does it matter now?

High population density High mobility

 perfect conditions for epidemic spreading.
Airline figure: L. Hufnagel et al. PNAS 101, 15124 (2004)



• Epidemic spreading always implies network 
structure!

Epidemic Spreading – Network

Spreading happens only 
when the carries of the 
diseases/virus/idea are 
connected to each other.



Epidemic Spreading – Network

The transportation network Internet

L. Hufnagel et al. PNAS 101, 15124 (2004) http://www.caida.org/publications/visualizations/
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Section 10.2 Classical Models of Epidemics

Epidemic Modeling 
(classical models)



Section 10.2 Fundamental assumptions of Epidemic modeling



Classical Epidemic Models – Basic States

Susceptible 
(healthy)

Infected 
(sick)

Removed
(immune / dead)

S I R
Infection

Recovery

Recovery

Removal



Simplest Model: SI 

Susceptible 
(healthy)

Infected 
(sick)

Removed
(immune / dead)

S I R
Infection

Recovery

Recovery

Removal



SI Model:  Homogeneous Mixing (No network)

• Each individual has <k> contacts with randomly 
chosen others individuals per unit time.

• The likelihood that the disease will be transmitted 
from an infected to a healthy individual in a unit 

time: β

If there are I  infected individuals and S  susceptible 

individuals, the average rate of new infection is bSI / N



SI Model:  Homogeneous Mixing (No network)

  

s = S /N,        i = I /N

  

di

dt
= bsi = bi(1 - i)

  

i(t) =
i0 exp(bt)

1- i0 + i0 exp(bt)



  

di

dt
= bi(1- i)

If i(t) is small, 

  

di
dt

» bi

i » i0 exp(bt)

exponential 
outbreak   

di

dt
®0

As i(t) 1. 

SI Model – Behavior

saturation

  

i(t) =
i0 exp(bt)

1 - i0 + i0 exp(bt)

Time (t)
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SI model: the fraction infected increases until everyone is infected. 



SIS Model: Common Cold

Susceptible 
(healthy)

Infected 
(sick)

Removed
(immune / dead)

S I R
Infection

Recovery

Recovery

Removal



SIS Model

  

di

dt
= bi(1 - i) - mi = 0

di

dt
= b k i(1- i) - mi

SI IS

Stationary state:
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SIS Model: Reproductive Number

Characteristic Time:

reproductive number R0: average # of infectious 
individuals generated by one infected in a fully susceptible 
population.



reproductive number  R0: average # of infectious 
individuals generated by one infected in a fully susceptible 
population.

e.g. R0 = 2

λ=1.5 λ=1.9 λ =2.3 λ =2.7
Vespignani

SIS Model: Reproductive Number



reproductive number R0: average # of infectious individuals generated by 
one infected in a fully susceptible population.

SIS Model: Reproductive Number



SIR Model

a. Unlike the SIS model, in the SIR model
recovered individuals enter a recovered state,
meaning that they develop immunity, rather
than becoming susceptible again. Flu, SARS,
and Plague are diseases with this property. 
We must use the SIR model to describe
their spread.
      b. The differential equations governing the
time evolution of the fraction of individuals in
the susceptible s, infected i, and the removed
r state.
      c. The time dependent behavior of s, i, and
r as predicted by the equations shown in (b).
According to the model, all individuals transition
from a susceptible (healthy) state to the infected
(sick) state and then to the recovered (immune)
state.



Epidemic Models: Summary



Network Epidemics

Section 10.3



14th Century – The Great Plague

4 years from France to Sweden

Limited by the speed of human travel

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schwarzer_Tod
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The approaches described above have not considered explicitly that the 
spreading takes place on a network– they assumed homogenous mixing, which 
means that each individual can infect any other individual.

In reality, epidemics spread along links in a network   we need to explicitly 
account for the role of the network in the epidemic process.

Section 10.3 Network Epidemics



SI model on a network: Degree Block Approximation

(Vespignani)

  

ik =
Ik

Nk

,    i = P(k)ik
k

å

Split nodes by their degrees

SI model:

Density of infected 
neighbors of nodes with 

degree k 

Proportional to 
k

I am susceptible with k 
neighbors, and Θk(t)

of my neighbors are infected.  

dik (t)

dt
= b(1- ik (t))kQk (t)



SIS model on a network: Degree Block Approximation

  

ik =
Ik

Nk

,    i = P(k)ik
k

å

Split nodes by their degrees

SIS model:

Density of infected 
neighbors of nodes with 

degree k 

Proportional to 
k

I am susceptible with k 
neighbors, and Θk(t)

of my neighbors are infected.  

  

dik (t)

dt
= b(1- ik (t))kQk (t) - mik (t)
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Network Epidemics

Early time behavior



Early time behavior of an epidemic

Why do we care about the early behavior of an epidemic?

• vaccines, cures, and other medical interventions take 
months to years to develop

• the best way to stop or slow down an epidemic:
 early quarantine

 early vaccination

• SI model is the most relevant for early stages 


